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over Peking duck 
a quick head jerk
can’t eavesdrop 
lack of tryhard 

fascinates
scarification
a planeload 
in from LA

certain harm done
whispers constant 
processed capital
try make a sound 

struggle under 100-lb
plate glass
bloodletter hilt is 
a standing human

bathe in activated charcoal
our Olmec dragon

Kimberly Alidio

circus tent domed in  
new age



59

K i m b e r ly  A l i dio

canceled Ansel 
down on tasteful jade sun

brother seeks refund
for DNA results 
100% circling one
pearl of the orient

dad calls a tall guy
My Bigoted Friend 
his statement  
signature jewelry

captive mountains 
in three rings
sympathy
to crude truth

tweezed-off eyebrows
blank expression
of the tweezers’ 
gold alloy 

godface 
shrug 
duh lack of 
precise tool



I wanted to 
lay my stomach 
flat 

against the 
concrete floor
press 

my cheek against 
tercets
staggered and 

descending  
cry on glass a pool 
that can’t 

form in the dirt 
below
I desired 

the poet’s 
re-interred force

Kimberly Alidio

at the Radnóti
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K i m b e r ly  A l i dio

keening 

beauty 
salvage our bodily 
ground 

account for 
not those who died 
for my 

freedom
but at my 
expense

My sovereignty steps 
onto 
the dead 

breathing 
destroys 
in a very plain way

Transfusion via 
our mouths
Carolee 

Schneemann’s Fuses 
turned me on
even a penis 

looks good in 
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I n h e r i t a n c e

heat maps
Snow doesn’t 

fall directly but 
circles over 
your head

imperceptibly 
spirals my fingers 
inside you

Will you fist me 
if I beg in 
a whisper

or without sound 
subconsciously the way 
you said I love you

a dozen times 
before you said 
it 

A doorway unburied 
fallen open 
to the words


